Irish Studies program is early success

By KATE CRISHAM Assistant News Editor

In the eyes of many, the University of Notre Dame is considered one of the most identifiable Irish-Catholic institutions in the nation. Indeed, four of eight religious present at the founding of the University were Irish. Even today, University presidents have been of Irish birth or descent. It is sometimes said that the spirit of the Fighting Irish affects all who come into contact with the University.
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Are you ready for your turn?

Juniors beware—senior year is right around the corner. Remember all the fear and anxiety you saw your senior friends endure as they planned the rest of their life? This will be us next year. We will be the ones people talk about saying, "Gee, after 34 interviews you thought he would have gotten something."

Maybe you have a 4.0 in Chemical Engineering and already have companies lined up at your door. Maybe you are one of those people who have had the privilege of hearing people say, "Oh, you're set! You've already got a sweet internship slipping. That we should do a little more with service in some far-off country."

After 34 interviews you thought he would have gotten something. That he would have gotten something.

Maybe you have a 4.0 in Chemical Engineering and already have companies lined up at your door. You may be one of those people who have had the privilege of hearing people say, "Oh, you're set! You've already got a sweet internship slipping. That we should do a little more with service in some far-off country."

The pressure is on to prove something, to be somebody. But in a place where you came in thinking you were a big fish and discovered you were only a minnow, I think we can all rest comfortably knowing that Notre Dame has at least enabled us to prepare for bigger challenges that will most assuredly present themselves in our future lives.

Though we may have our desires or reservations about leaving, there is a reason we came to Notre Dame. We came here to face this ensuing fear. Hopefully most seniors can come to terms with an increased confidence in themselves regardless of their future plans.

College isn't like high school. When you and your friends split up to attend various schools, you know you will be back for Christmas and Thanksgiving. Next year will be different because of the finality of it all—when you say goodbye you have to know: I'm sure the seniors know what I am talking about.

Now is the time to realize that the rush of fear and anxiety that will come with next year is right around the corner. That feeling that time is slipping. That we should do a little more with service in some far-off country."

BATAVIA, Ill.—A team of 440 scientists has successfully concluded an intensive, 17-year search for one of the most elusive and mysterious objects in the universe—the top quark.

A woman sentenced for shooting doctor

A woman who admitted shooting an abortion doctor outside his clinic last summer drew a sentence of nearly 11 years today from a judge who refused a prosecution request to reduce the time he spends in prison. Rachelle "Shelley" Shannon, 38, of Grants Pass, Ore., was convicted in March of attempting murder in the attack on Dr. George Tiller, whose clinic has long been a target of pro-life demonstrators. "This is a case where the victim is a doctor who has performed abortions," said Tiller, whose clinic has long been a target of pro-life demonstrators.

"I have worked in this line of work for 20 years and know the risk of being attacked. But this is the first time I've been threatened with violence," Tiller said. "I have never felt more vulnerable."

"I have worked in this line of work for 20 years and know the risk of being attacked. But this is the first time I've been threatened with violence," Tiller said. "I have never felt more vulnerable."

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Schmitz to return to teaching ranks

Special to The Observer

Roger Schmitz, vice president and associate provost at the University of Notre Dame since 1987, will step out of that role effective June 30, 1995, and return to teaching full-time and research as Keating-Crawford Professor of Chemical Engineering, according to the University's provost, Tim O'Meara.

When Schmitz assumed his current position seven years ago, he succeeded Father Edward Malloy, following Malloy's selection as president of the University.

Among his many duties in the provost's office, Schmitz was charged with the development of campuswide computing and information technologies, an area in which the University has made major strides during his tenure, including the recent announcement that all student residences will be wired for access to the campus computing network.

Prior to his appointment in the provost's office, Schmitz had served as McCloskey dean of the University's College of Engineering beginning in 1981. He joined the Notre Dame faculty as Keating-Crawford professor and chair of chemical engineering in 1979.

Elected to membership in the prestigious National Academy of Engineering in 1984, Schmitz is internationally known for his research on instabilities in chemically reacting systems.

He and co-workers in 1977 reported the first experimental evidence of chaos in chemical reactions, and his studies were among the earliest in the field of deterministic chaos, now a focus of research in a number of disciplines.

On leaving the officers' ranks, Schmitz plans to extend his earlier research interests into the field of ecological systems. He also intends to pursue uses of new teaching technologies, including the development of electronic course materials.

Before entering academic administration, Schmitz had received a succession of national teaching and research awards, including the R.H. Wilhelm Award from the American Institute of Chemical Engineers in 1981 for his contributions to the study of chemical reaction engineering.

He also was a Guggenheim fellow in 1968-69. A native of Carlyle, Ill., Schmitz was graduated from the University of Illinois with a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering in 1959 and earned his doctorate from the University of Minnesota in 1962.

He was a member of the engineering faculty at Illinois from 1962 until assuming the Notre Dame chair in 1979.

UAW strikes Caterpillar

Associated Press

DECATUR, Ill.

About 3,300 Caterpillar Inc. workers walked off the job today to protest the company's suspension of a union steward's privileges.

The strike began about 3:45 a.m. when about 400 employees refused to report to work at Decatur, said Larry Solomon, president of United Auto Workers union Local 751.

About 1,000 day-shift workers honored the picket lines hours later, a union spokesman said. Solomon said the local's entire membership of 1,700 was expected to join the strike by day's end.

And by 9 a.m., the strike had spread to about 1,900 workers at Caterpillar's plant in Aurora, a far western Chicago suburb. Machine operator Pat Thorpen, a Local 145 member, estimated that 800 pickets were outside the plant.

The Decatur plant, which makes earth-moving equipment, will stay open today with about 1,000 nonunion workers but will operate at decreased capacity, said Caterpillar spokesman Chuck Hippler.

There was no indication the strike was spreading to other plants. The company has plants in several other downstate Illinois cities, including Peoria.
American universities have programs, said Fox. "But all and all, we’ll be offering four courses in Irish studies next semester."

Fox expressed hope that the program would eventually expand into a concentration. "The idea is to eventually make it a concentration," said Fox. "To do this, though, we need major support from the administration. It’s going to take a lot to develop the library holdings."

However, Fox was optimistic about Notre Dame’s chances of eventually becoming the premiere Irish studies program in the country. "If we get the financial support needed to build up the library and to teach various aspects of Irish culture, this could become a genuine center for Irish studies," said Fox.

Deane has also attained the title of a "moving spirit" for a generation of Irish scholars. According to English department head Christopher Fox, attracting an intellectual of Deane’s stature was an incredible boon to Notre Dame’s fledgling Irish studies program. "We’re absolutely delighted to have him here," said Fox. "It’s been called the best hiring in America."

Both Deane and Fox are aware that developing an Irish studies program from the ground up will be a tremendous task. However, Deane has very particular ideas on how to make the Notre Dame Irish studies program unique from others in the country.

Deane’s first order of business is to augment Notre Dame's paltry library selections relating to Irish literature and thought. "Before we can do serious work, we need library holdings in depth," he said. "The Chronicle of Higher Education contributed to this article."

Building begins with Deane

By KATE CRISHAM
Assistant News Editor

Last May’s announcement that internationally renowned scholar Seamus Deane would be the first holder of the $1.25 million endowed Keough professorship was the first indication that Notre Dame’s newly established Irish studies program would be a success.

Deane, a member of the Royal Irish Academy and former professor of literature at University College in Dublin, is widely considered the world’s foremost scholar of Irish culture and literature. He was also the general editor of the "Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing," widely acclaimed as the most important Irish publication in the last half-century. According to Irish literary and cultural scholar David Lloyd, "Deane is clearly the principal Irish intellectual at the moment. There’s no doubt about that." Lloyd added that Deane has also attained the title of a "moving spirit" for a generation of Irish scholars. According to English department head Christopher Fox, attracting an intellectual of Deane’s stature was an incredible boon to Notre Dame’s fledgling Irish studies program.

Deane has been called the best hiring in America. Both Deane and Fox are aware that developing an Irish studies program from the ground up will be a tremendous task. However, Deane has very particular ideas on how to make the Notre Dame Irish studies program unique from others in the country. Deane’s first order of business is to augment Notre Dame’s paltry library selections relating to Irish literature and thought. "Before we can do serious work, we need library holdings in depth," he said. "The Chronicle of Higher Education contributed to this article."
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ND students garner awards, research grants

ND, a campus network of students dedicated to seeking Christian community through regular liturgical readings and reflections. The scholarships cover tuition, fees, books and room up to a maximum of $7,000 per year.

- Notre Dame students Vanessa Davies, Maura Kenny and Gary Girzadas will receive grants of as much as $750 in the Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program sponsored by the College of Arts and Letters' Institute for Scholarship in the Liberal Arts. Twelve students and nine research projects have been funded under the program since its inception in the fall of 1993.

Established with a grant from Notre Dame alumnus John Madden, the program offers awards to individual undergraduates or groups of as many as six students under the direction of a single faculty member. Each student may receive as much as $750, including an exchange allowance and, for projects that are not for academic credit, a stipend of as much as $500.

- Davies, a junior from Woodstock, Ga., will study "Archaeological Research at Tell Jawa" under the supervision of Eugene Ulrich, professor of theology. This field research just south of Amman, Jordan, will seek artifacts from a Byzantine church and religious objects of the early Umayyad caliphate, including remnants of both Byzantine Christendom and early Islam.

- Kenny, a junior from West Hartford, Conn., will work on the project "Illustrating the Media Portrayal of David Koresh and the Branch Davidians under the supervision of Mark Chaves, assistant professor of sociology. This project will study the images used by the news media to portray Koresh and the Branch Davidians, most of whom perished a year ago in the fire that ended their prolonged confrontation with federal agents. Girzadas will examine three newspapers: the New York Times, New York Daily News and Chicago Tribune to examine how images of the group solidified over time and how they varied among the papers.

- Lynn Friedewald and Christopher Martin, two Notre Dame seniors, received top awards from the University's office of student affairs at the Student Leadership Banquet.

Special to The Observer
- Five Notre Dame students have received grants of $2,000 for the younger scholars program of the National Endowment for the Humanities.

The awards, given to some 160 underclassmen nation-wide, will be used to fund nine-week summer research projects.

- Erin Shaw, a government major from Rochester Hall, Minn., and Howard Hall, will work on a project entitled "From Purlin to the Present: The Role of Pre-revolutionary in American Government." Her advisor is John Roos, associate professor of government and international studies.

- Margaret Scharle, a philosophy major from Peoria, Ill., and Breen-Phillips Hall, will be advised by David O'Connor, associate professor of philosophy, on a project entitled "The Theology in Aristotle's Physics as Expressed in His Ethics."

- Christopher Fischer, a history major from Cincinnati and Cara­vanagh Hall, will study "Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict in Austria, Italy and the South Tyrolean Solution" under the direction of Laura Crago, assistant professor of history.

- Rebecca Kroeger, an English major from Milwaukee and Pasquerilla Hall West, will work on a project entitled "Purely by Birth, Catholic at Heart: Religious Discourses in Nathaniel Hawthorne's Fiction."

- Michelle Watkins, a science and philosophy major from Ken­sington, Md., and Siegfried Hall, plans a project entitled "The Relevance of Aristotle's Conception of Friendship to the Contemporary Debate over Ego­ism and Altruism." She will be advised by O'Connor.

- Notre Dame undergraduates have won 17 younger scholars awards from the NEH since 1988.

- Notre Dame students Brian Luense and Theresa McCaffery have been awarded scholarshipships by the Barry M. Goldwa­rd Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation. Now in its sixth year, the scholarship program honors the former Republican presidential candi­date and U.S. senator is intend­ed to encourage students to pursue careers in mathematics, the natural sciences or engi­neering.

- Luense and McCaffery were among 276 students selected for academic achievement from a field of 1,800 students nomi­nated by the faculties of 900 colleges and universities nation­wide. All the nominees at­end eventually to earn doctor­ates in their fields.

- A junior from Vallejo, Calif., Luense has compiled a 3.965 grade point average while ma­joring in mathematics with an honor's concentration in comp­uters.

- He is also pursuing a second major in philosophy. Outside the classroom, Luense volun­tee at South Bend's Center for the Homeless as a kitchen aide and participates in lay minis­tries at Notre Dame's Basilica of the Sacred Heart.

- A sophomore physics major, McCaffery has been named to the dean's list the past four semesters while maintaining a 3.9 grade point average. She also is involved in Communities.
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President’s Medal awarded

Special to The Observer
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receive the 1994 President’s Medal awarded at this year’s commencement.

Portia Prebys, Ph.D., will also receive the President’s Medal at this year’s commencement.

Prebys has been affiliated with the Rome Program from its inception, first as a faculty member and later as director. In her capacity as director of the Rome Program, she has been active in The Association of American College and University Programs in Italy, serving as its president, and as a member of the Board of the Fulbright Commission in Italy.

The promise of the future.

Iraq agrees to speed weapons monitoring

By NABILA MEGALLI

Associated Press

MANAMA, Bahrain

Iraq joined the chief U.N. weapons inspector Tuesday in agreeing to speed creation of an arms monitoring program, a step that could lead to lifting of a 15-month-old embargo on Iraq's oil exports.

A joint statement issued after three days of talks in Baghdad said "both sides reiterated their commitment to continue and accelerate" their efforts.

Activation of a long-term monitoring plan to make sure Iraq does not resume production of any weapons of mass destruction is a key condition that must be met before the U.N. Security Council will consider lifting an embargo.

Iraq wants removal of sanctions imposed after its 1990 invasion of Kuwait.

Iraq's oil-based economy is in tatters. Since the embargo was imposed, severe shortages of basic commodities have fed growing public discontent.

Baghdad says it has complied with U.N. cease-fire demands that Iraq accepted after the Gulf War ended in 1991. It says it ordered elimination of its weapons of mass destruction — nuclear, biological and chemical — and long-range missiles.

The Security Council has asked a U.N. Special Commission overseeing Iraq's compliance with the resolutions to report by Thursday on Iraq's progress.

What Up, Chief?

Happy 21st Birthday,
Sean!
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Awards continued from page 5

April 6. Friedewald, a senior from Sarasota, Fla., received the Rev. A. Leonard Collins Award, given to graduating senior who has made substantial personal effort to advance the interests of Notre Dame students. Involved with students activities, since her freshman year, Friedewald has participated in student government in numerous capacities, including chief of staff, student senator and president of Breen-Phillips Hall, her campus residence.

• Martin, a senior from Toms River, N. J., and Keenan Hall received the John W. Gardiner Student Leadership, given to the graduating senior who exemplifies the ideals of the University through outstanding volunteer service outside the University community.

Active in community service since his freshman year, Martin has participated in a Southern Service Excursion, Urban Plunge and Summer Service Project. While a student in the University’s Mexico City international studies program, he was active in service to victims of cerebral palsy.

• Ireno “Bong” Miquiabas, a Notre Dame senior from Wauson, Ohio, majoring in Government and international studies, has been named the 1994 recipient of the Notre Dame Alumni Association Distinguished Student Award. Miquiabas, whose concentration is in the Hesburgh Program in Public Service, is an active member of the Keenan Hall community as producer of the dorm’s 1994 Keenan Revue.

During his undergraduate years, he has served as chair of the Student Senate Ethics Committee, counselor to the Student Body President, and co-chaired the Student Government Recruitment Committee to the Board of Trustees on Financial Aid Policies.

• Reynold Nesiba, a Notre Dame fifth year graduate student in the department of Economics, has been named the 1994 recipient of Notre Dame Alumni Association Distinguished Graduate Student Award. Nesiba, whose primary research field is Money, Banking and Financial Institutions, presently serves as a Graduate Teaching Fellow in the University’s Freshman Writing Program and is working full-time on his doctorate thesis titled “Evaluating the Impact of Bank Mergers on Patterns of Residential Mortgage Lending: A Case Study of Northern Indiana.” Among the top students in the department, Nesiba chaired the committee which organized the GSU and Graduate School’s new graduate student orientation program and the University’s most ever attended teacher-training workshops.

Nesiba has assisted the Alumni Association during Reunion and Elderhostel programs, was a graduate student representative to the Academic Council and its sub-committees on graduate affairs, and has been active with a South Bend community group, Citizen’s Action for South Bend Housing Plus. Currently he serves on the Early Childhood Development Center—Notre Dame Ad-Hoc Advisory Board and is a half fellow for Saint Edward’s Hall.

Happy Birthday Doll!

You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby!

Happy 21st to Kim with a “Y”

Love Ya - Mom, Dad & Wickie

Campus Ministry...

Considerations....

As the 1993-94 academic year comes to a close, I would like to share some thoughts with you.

Next week, while final exams will be the order of the day for most students, a Student Government-sponsored report on the Catholic Character of Notre Dame from a student perspective will be presented to the members of the Board of Trustees. Several students have spent many hours this year researching and writing this report. Thousands of undergraduates have participated in this significant project through conversations in the residence halls and by filling out a survey.

One of the topics that will be treated at length will be the role that the celebration of the Eucharist plays in the life and formation of Notre Dame people.

The women and men of the Class of 1994 had many opportunities to worship in residence hall chapels and in the Basilica. There were class Masses at the Grotto and section Masses in the halls.

But you also participated in Masses which marked meaningful moments for all of us.

There were the liturgies to celebrate Freshman and Transfer Student Orientation, and Junior Parent Weekend. And the second last public function of the Class will be Mass with parents and friends during Commencement.

Special liturgies provided moments of prayer at the beginning of each academic year and at the end of every Notre Dame Encounter. The Eucharist brought the Notre Dame Community together to pray for peace during the Gulf War and to remember students who died during the past four years.

The Class of 1994 was part of the impressive Masses at the JACC which marked the beginning and the end of the Sesquicentennial Year. And no one who was present will soon forget the Memorial Mass for Meagan Beeler and Coleen Hipp.

Whether these Masses were the ordinary celebrations at the beginning of the week or liturgies to unite us at a special moment as little else does, all of us who are part of these celebrations know how central the Eucharist is to our life of worship as followers of Jesus Christ.

Within a few days, seniors will be receiving a letter from Campus Ministry that may be pretty important in this context.

We asked Notre Dame club presidents in many cities across the country to provide us with the names of parishes where young people would feel at home and be welcome to use their considerable talents in different ministries. At the same time, we asked for parishes serving African American and Latino communities. All the information we have received to date will be made available to seniors, so that as they begin their professional careers or graduate studies they will have an idea of where they might want to worship on Sunday.

We hope this information will be helpful to you. And if you find yourself in a city not listed and discover a liturgy you really enjoy, drop us a note so that we can update our list for next year!

As the school year ends, there are so many people to thank for their collaboration with our staff. Over five hundred students are part of the nine choirs sponsored by Campus Ministry and hundreds more participate in different ministries at the Basilica and in the residence halls. Liturgical commissioners have worked hard to make worship meaningful in the residence halls.

Communities ND has brought hundreds of undergraduates together to check in with each other and to discuss the readings for Sunday and how these are meaningful for their day to day lives.

The Notre Dame Encounter and the Fourth Day boards and participants have again worked hard to provide a wonderful religious experience for more than six hundred undergraduates. Dozens of retreats have been offered, as have many different Bible study groups.

Many rector work closely with us, as do some of the members of the staff at the Center for Social Concerns.

The 1994 edition of “Keeping the Faith” provided us with a chance to share perspectives on Christian Sexual ethics in an open and honest way.

Our staff next year will include four new members. And we will say goodbye to someone who is very special to all of us, Father Tom McDermott, who returns to East Africa in July.

The secret to any success we experience after God’s grace, is hard work and working closely with students who serve best and most effectively as ministers to their peers.

We are already planning welcoming events for you in August! Before they take place, however, have a great summer, and thanks for all your help. And good luck and God’s blessings to the Class of 1994.

Richard V. Warner, C.S.C.
City of South Bend to honor Saint Mary’s

By MYRNA MALONEY
News Writer

As part of its sesquicentennial celebration, the achievements of Saint Mary’s College will be honored by those in the greater South Bend community Thursday night at Century Center, according to Maureen Manier, the Saint Mary’s director of public relations.

"The community is doing this for Saint Mary’s because it is their desire to pay tribute to the College and with the exception of one representative from the College serving on the planning committee, the community has done the majority of the work involved," said Manier.

Barbara Henry, director of alumnae relations, serves as the Saint Mary’s representative.

Sets of honorary co-chairs also working on the planning committee include long-time supporters of the College and civic leaders Pat and Art Decio, Bob Raclin, and Dot and Dar Welkamp, according to Manier.

Raclin, who is chair of the board at First Source Bank, will be the master of ceremonies at the tribute.

All faculty from Saint Mary’s and the University of Notre Dame were invited to the tribute and guests include Saint Mary’s president William Hickey who will speak, and Notre Dame President Father Edward Malloy. Mayors from South Bend, Mishawaka, and Elkhart will also attend, and each will pay tribute.

"In his address, President Hickey will focus on the contributions made by Saint Mary’s to the surrounding communities. These include students who are involved through their studies, an active administration and the fact that the College has been a long-time cultural center for the community," said Manier.

He will also refer to the economic impact that the College has had on the community. Saint Mary’s contributes $33 million a year to the local economy through over 400 full time employees, students, families, and the contributions of local Saint Mary’s alumnae, according to Manier.

In addition to various speakers, there will be a performance by the Saint Mary’s College Women’s Choir and a ten minute sesquicentennial video presentation documenting the history of the College.
April 30 • 11:00-1:30
Come meet reps from Alumni Clubs all over the country

Raffle for Seniors
Dining Halls will be closed
Complimentary pins for the Class of `94
By MAUD BEELMAN
Associated Press

SARAJEVO
Serbs back off Gorazde
Associated Press

Serbs back off Gorazde

The Bosnian Serbs said they had withdrawn their big guns 12.4 miles from the enclave of Gorazde Tuesday, June 1, 1994. The Serbs claimed full compliance with a NATO deadline, but NATO officials said the United Nations would not be able to fully check until Wednesday.

The reports, along with comment by senior U.N. and Pentagon officials, indicated that NATO would not strike for another hour.

The office spoke on condition of anonymity.

U.N. Security Council President Colin Keating of New Zealand said in New York that the news was "encouraging," saying the Bosnian Serbs "were going in the right direction."

Earlier, U.N. and NATO military leaders meeting Tuesday in Brussels, Belgium, were resolute, saying the latest deadline must be met or air strikes would be launched.

"Nobody is gang-ho, but we're all absolutely firm," said Sir John Weston, Britain's ambassador to NATO.

In remembrance
Page at Notre Dame and across America will be flown at half-mast for 30 days in respect of the late President Richard Nixon. See page 15 for a look back at Nixon's career.

Chris Knych...
9 more days! We can't wait
for you to come HOME!
Goodluck on Finals
The Family

SOME people think the Honor Code doesn't work at ND.
SOME other people are no longer at ND.

BRUNO'S PIZZA

THE EARLY WEEK SPECIAL IS BACK!

Two 12" Pizzas

$10.00

CALL NOW!!

Not to be combined with any other offer.

Offer Good Non-Thursday

Carry Out/ Delivery
273-3890

The Observer • YUGOSLAVIA NEWS
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China Air crash kills 261

By DAVID THURBER
Associated Press

NAGOYA, Japan

A Taiwanese jet apparently trying to abort a landing crashed, exploded and burned beside an airport runway Tuesday night, killing 263 people. Ten people survived.

The crash of the China Airlines A300-600R Airbus was Japan's second worst aviation disaster.

Minutes before the crash, pilot Wang Lo-chi radioed that he would abandon his landing and try again, a Transport Ministry official said. The pilot gave no reason.

In his last transmission, he said: "Going around."

A survivor identified as Decio Detonio of the Philippines said the plane failed in an attempt to pull back up just before landing. Chang and others discounted reports of engine trouble in Taipei before the crash.

Two witnesses interviewed on the scene said a Filipino, two foreigners, many from Taiwan. The two in hundreds to the right of the runway. Had it gone 200 yards more straight ahead, it would have hit a housing area.

The plane crashed several hundred yards to the right of the runway. It had gone 200 yards more straight ahead, it would have hit a housing area.

The plane hit nose-first near the start of the runway and appeared not to have had its landing gear down. Three explosions followed and the plane erupted in flames, he added.

Airport officials said they could not confirm if the landing gear was down, or give any information on the crash's likely cause.

Hours after the crash, about 3,000 police, firefighters and troops were cautiously lifting wreckage with cranes and searching by hand for bodies.

"When I got to the plane, it looked so bad that I thought everyone must have died. But then I heard a woman calling in pain for help and I called for a stretcher and we rescued her," said Takahide Miyagi, an assistant fire chief.

The right wing touched the ground just before the crash, erupting in flames, he added.

Minutes before the crash, the plane was in trouble.

The left wing hit the runway. Had it gone 200 yards more straight ahead, it would have hit a housing area.

The plane crashed several hundred yards to the right of the runway. It had gone 200 yards more straight ahead, it would have hit a housing area.

The plane hit nose-first near the start of the runway and appeared not to have had its landing gear down. Three explosions followed and the plane erupted in flames, he added.

Airport officials said they could not confirm if the landing gear was down, or give any information on the crash's likely cause.

Hours after the crash, about 3,000 police, firefighters and troops were cautiously lifting wreckage with cranes and searching by hand for bodies.

"When I got to the plane, it looked so bad that I thought everyone must have died. But then I heard a woman calling in pain for help and I called for a stretcher and we rescued her," said Takahide Miyagi, an assistant fire chief.

The right wing touched the ground just before the crash, erupting in flames, he added.

Minutes before the crash, the plane was in trouble.

The left wing hit the runway. Had it gone 200 yards more straight ahead, it would have hit a housing area.

The plane crashed several hundred yards to the right of the runway. It had gone 200 yards more straight ahead, it would have hit a housing area.
How to say "goodbye"...

Maybe it would be better to just say, "Take care, and see you soon.

You see, this is my second time leaving Notre Dame, and it's much more difficult than the first.

I began my first run under the Golden Dome smack in the middle of President Reagan's first term, and Gerry Faust's middle of the term, and it's much more difficult than the first.

Over the years, I've never seen such a wonderful example for hard work, and just as heartily told is common, I couldn't wait to leave, and just as heartily I didn't want to do that again.

And there was Professor Schmuhl's journalism class, where I discovered that I knew how the country said "Hi"

"Therefore our everlasting farewell take...we do meet again, why, we shall smile! If not, this parting was well made."

—Shakespeare

Julius Caesar
Honor Code fosters community of values

Dear Editor:

Prompted by recent events surrounding the Academic Code of Honor, perhaps it is fitting to express appreciation for the Honor Code and on the responsibilities of each and every student to uphold it. Is the Honor Code community in order?

At the University of Notre Dame is a community of students, faculty, and alumni. Each in his or her own way learns, works, and grows in moral character. Central to the concept of community is a shared moral behavior for oneself and for the community at large. It is through the implementation of the Honor Code that foster this dual sense of honorable behavior (The Academic Code of Honor).

When each student signs the Honor Code, he or she acknowledges an acceptance of the Honor Code but it should also signify an internalization of the beliefs on which the Honor Code is based. This dual sense of community towards the Honor Code is not a cold and inane policy but rather a potentially fundamental behavior for oneself and for the community. The Honor Code fosters this dual sense of honorable behavior (The Academic Code of Honor).

One source of confusion stemming from the Honor Code lies in the gray area of what is acceptable and what is not acceptable inside and outside of the classroom. In the wording of the Honor Code itself, "The Academic Code of Honor has been adopted as an effort into actively following it, the Honor Code is not meant to be an in detail policy, thus individual cases are meant to be handled by each Departmental Honesty Committee, consisting of both faculty members and members of the University's student body. Therefore, it is not a cold and inanimate policy that determines the Christian values of the University. (And) by settling big and small issues of conduct for the members of the Notre Dame community, the Academic Code of Honor sufficiently ability of students to take responsibility for their ethical behavior" (The Academic Code of Honor Handbook).

I have always been a great believer in the ultimate victory of the free market system. Within my lifetime, I've seen capitalism conquer the Great Red Menace, the emergence of 24 hour stock markets, and the transformation of certain small Asian nations from poverty blots of jungle into gigantic enterprises. Yes, the laws of supply and demand are seemingly unfailing and constant as the principles of Newtonian physics... until I arrived in South Bend.

What did it with this town? Most small cities with major universities have a symbiotic relationship with their college. The university students act as the economic base, bringing cash into the local economy and providing income to businesses to meet the needs and demands of these valuable consumers. Look at a town like West Lafayette or even College Station, Texas to see an example of this phenomenon.

The economic impact of Notre Dame on South Bend is obvi­

...
Growth, future planning marks Saint Mary's contemporary era

By JENNIFER HABRYCH
Saint Mary's Editor Emerita

Following the fall-out of the merger with Notre Dame in 1972, Saint Mary's was left with a difficult task—discovering and developing its own identity. Skeptics said that Saint Mary's would not survive on its own, and others said that if it did survive it would only do so as a nondistinct finishing school. But the College set out to prove all its critics wrong. It embarked on an era of uncertainty with much foresight. With the appointment of a new president, a comprehensive long-range plan and the vigilance of the leaders of the College Saint Mary's emerged out of its darkest times and into an age of constant growth.

The man who led Saint Mary's during these tempestuous times, President Edward Henry, announced his resignation in 1974, two years after his appointment. Henry had taken a three year leave of absence from Saint John's College to lead Saint Mary's, but left after two years saying that he had accomplished in two what he thought would have taken three.

Describing what he saw as the future of Saint Mary's, Henry said that he at Saint Mary's as a place for women to discover their identity. "We want Saint Mary's to become an extension of the ideals of this institution—as wives and mothers, yes, but also as responsible citizens, as competent professionals, as unique and total individuals who are well prepared to make their personal contribution to the betterment of an ever-changing world," Henry said.

The Board of Regents began a new presidential search, and appointed Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty William Hickey acting president of the College in May 1974.

Although he was not a permanent president, Hickey actively involved himself in improving the College. In an address to the Faculty Forum in August 1974, Hickey said that his plan for the College focused on improvement in the governance structure, academics, finances and development.

During Hickey's acting presidency the faculty and student body continued to grow. Full-time faculty increased from 89 to 100 a 13 percent increase. The number of students rose from 1,480 to 1,645.

The academic programs continued to flourish during Hickey's term. The Writing Clinic was initiated and directed by Alumna Mary Orr, '74. The clinic was not related to any specific course, and was designed to improve the quality of students' writing and provide assistance for those who needed more guidance.

The department of psychology broadened its program from an orientation toward humanistic psychology to one that incorporated all the major approaches to behavior. The department received approval to build facilities conducive to research. The result was an eight-station psychology laboratory, animal room and learning and physiological laboratories.

Keeping an emphasis on the liberal arts, the College expanded its business administration program. The number of majors rose from 64 in 1970-71 to 310 in 1974-75.

The College also began an internship program and expanded its off-campus studies to include a cooperative program at American University in Washington, D.C.

In addition to its academic programs Saint Mary's began an experimental to living facility, Augusta Hall, formerly a novitiate, opened to seniors so that they could design their own residence program.

With growth in the population and the academic programs, there was a need for a physical growth of the College. While many of the changes were not initiated until later, the Science Hall, the Alumnae Centennial Library and Saint Angela Hall gymnasium were all inadequate.

With the growth of high school sports programs for girls, students arriving at Saint Mary's found a small sports program and an inadequate facility.

The teams that practiced in Saint Angela did so on a slanted floor in a deteriorating building.

Hickey, alert to the growing need of the student population, planned the building of an athletic facility that would be functional for both students and athletes.

The construction of Augusta Athletic Facility would be completed in 1977 during the next presidency. Made of translucent fiberglass and steel, the new building was a striking contrast to the rest of the brick campus building. The construction of Augusta Athletic Facility would be completed in 1977 during the next presidency.

When the tri-level complex opened in 1977, its facilities were utilized by nine varsity and nine intramural programs, as well as by the student body at large.

In 1975, after a year and a half acting administration, John Duggan, Vice President for Student Affairs at Vassar was named the 9th president of the College. Hickey reassumed his former position of vice president for academic affairs and dean of faculty.

Duggan said that he wanted to maintain the best of Saint Mary's and improve the areas where the College lacked strength.

Academically Saint Mary's continued to gain acclaim for its superior education of women. Saint Mary's was re-accredited by the North Central Association in 1976 because of its "(1) sense of institutional vitality and
Saint Mary’s branches out throughout the world

By MARA DIVIS

Taking a Wednesday tour of Saint Peter’s Basilica or the Pantheon, playing poker with Celtic natives on a damp Irish evening or following early morning yoga classes in South India are all typical Saint Mary’s activities...for those studying on one of Saint Mary’s three international studies programs.

"Saint Mary’s College recognizes the general educational value of travel and study abroad opportunities as well as possible in enabling interested students to take advantage of such opportunities," according to a pamphlet for the College’s Year in Ireland.

Saint Mary’s has done this by designing programs in three different parts of the world: Ireland, Rome and an academic semester tour of Asia.

Saint Mary’s founded its own branch campus in Rome in 1970 and has sent an unlimited number of students to this campus each year since then, according to Peter Checca, Rome program counselor.

"It’s an experience that students get out of it," he said. "If the students did not believe in it, my job would not be as rewarding."

The distribution of courses in Rome are linked to the liberal arts core curriculum in Saint Mary’s, but the fact that classes have access to much of what students read about in their history and art books makes the location rewarding, Checca said.

"In Italy all courses are relevant," he said. "(The professors) bring knowledge to the class. They are liberal arts classes related closely to Italian culture."

The campus, celebrating its 25th anniversary this year, is located in the downtown historic area, five minutes from the Pantheon. It consists of a classroom building and library, and all instructors are Saint Mary’s faculty.

Students stay at a nearby hotel. Saint Mary’s alumna Portia Prebys Spanu, a 25-year resident of Rome, directs the Rome campus.

A year in Ireland also provides much to learn and experience, according to Sarah Haiman, a junior who studied last year with Saint Mary’s program at Saint Patrick’s College in Maynooth, Ireland, 14 miles west of Dublin.

One of the main features of the program is that it immerses students as much as possible into the regular Irish university system, allowing them to mingle and associate with Irish students and avoid spending most of their time with fellow Americans, according to the College Archives.

Saint Mary’s founded the program in 1977. Since then, the program has accommodated more than 200 students from both Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame.

The program is designed to fulfill their core curriculum at Saint Mary’s. Students apply and undergo an interview process before the 25 students are chosen each year.

Ireland’s culture and way of life is learned, giving students a viewpoint of Irish heritage.

"Teachers taught from an Irish perspective," Haiman said. "They gave us an Irish view of America."

The program’s on-site director, who serves as a liaison to Saint Mary’s and the Ireland resident, is viewed by students as a cultural mentor.

Saint Mary’s students are plunged into classes in the regular Irish curriculum, which includes Irish culture, philosophy, theology, European history, art and English, taught mostly by Irish faculty.

Students live in apartments near campus with other Irish students.

The main focus of the Semester Around the World program is to see as many of the highlights of Asia and the Far East, according to Program Director Cynthia L. Shaheen.

Saint Mary’s initiated the program in 1983 to introduce students to a rapidly changing part of the world, radically different from North America and Western Europe.

It’s a very important part of the world," he said. "Three fourths of the world’s population lives there. The economic interest, market, political interest have much to do with that part of the world. It’s important for children to know about that country."

The program tours China, Japan, Singapore and the Philippines for a month, and then settles in Madras, India for the rest of the semester.

Students take courses in sociology, history, literature, developing economics, religion, philosophy and arts and focus on aspects of Indian culture.

In addition to the program’s curriculum, students are introduced to individual Indian families, whom they visit on the weekends. Pullapilly said the relationship with the people of India is important, and is one of the most effective ways of learning the culture.

Discussion of traditional American backgrounds with some Asian people she met was very eye-opening for sophomore Jill Jusick, who spent last semester in India.

"People would ask us why we believed in what we believed as Christians," she said. "You find out more about your own religion through their stories and questions."

Pullapilly affirmed that exposure to poverty and such a different system of beliefs challenges many students’ own sets of beliefs.

"When they get back, they’re mature and confident; there’s nothing they can’t do after surviving so many climates, cultures, typhoons and earthquakes.

Studying abroad is an important tenant of a Saint Mary’s education, and it complements any academic track, according to directors and program participants.

It’s important to experience another culture, how other people live and function," Checca said. "We’re so provincial functioning in one culture. I think it really completes the mosaic that is the college education."

Since the survey’s conception, heading into the 1990s, the Colleges instituted another long-range planning committee to study the needs of Saint Mary’s and its students.

As the College began to look and prepare for its place in the 21st century, they took time out to celebrate 150 years of perseverance, excellence and survival in 1994.

The theme of the sesquicentennial "Honoring Tradition. Pioneering Change" focuses on the ways in which the leaders of Saint Mary’s have provided a base for building and innovation.

The first 150 years of Saint Mary’s have been marked by the foresight of its leaders who never could have imagined what that small academy that accepted its first students in 1844 in Bertrand, Mich. would grow into the premiere national Catholic women’s college that it is today.

As Saint Mary’s looks to the future it has honored its past in the spirit and dedication of those that have shaped the College—happy birthday Saint Mary’s.

THE CONTEMPORARY YEARS: 1874-1984

1975—John Duggan named College’s eighth president
1977—Angela Athletic Facility dedicated
1979—Madeleva Society formed
1980—Recognition for Abbey Press
1982—Dedication of Cashwa Lighton Library
1982—Judge John Duggan named to the Federal District Court in Chicago
1983—Dedication of Cushwa-Leighton Bookstore
1985—John Duggan, president of the College, retired
1976—Maria Pieta Faculty
1979—Madeleva Society formed
1980—Recognition for Abbey Press
Gaella house opened in lower level of Dining Hall
1977—College’s eighth president
1979—Madeleva Society formed
1980—Recognition for Abbey Press
1982—Dedication of Cashwa Lighton Library
1983—Dedication of Cushwa-Leighton Bookstore
1985—John Duggan, president of the College, retired
Dear Editor:

Richard Nixon, 37th President of the United States, died this Friday at the age of 81. This is a time when we must evoke his contributions to his country and to world peace.

President Nixon’s political career was marked by a deep devotion to his country and to world peace. Shortly after returning from military service in the Vietnam War, he defeated five term incumbent, Kennedy, 49.5 percent for Nixon. Nixon was elected to the next eight years in a related issue, Professor Rice concluded with a strong conclusion that is arrogant and totally unacceptable.

Catholics do not have a monopoly on Christ

Dear Editor:

I am troubled after reading Charles Rice’s column this past Monday, April 25, 1994. "Will ND secularize and abandon its traditional values?" Professor Rice concluded with a startling conclusion that is arrogant and totally unacceptable.

Professor Rice concluded with a startling conclusion that is arrogant and totally unacceptable.

"The question arises, however, as to whether Notre Dame can rightfully claim to be a Catholic university as long as it rejects any significant connection with or submission to the Catholic Church. While the term "significant connection" is somewhat vague, it is clear that the Catholic Church is arrogant and totally unacceptable."
**ACENT**

**‘Spelunker’ bids final farewell as cartoonist completes studies**

**BY MICHAEL RIMBERT**

Today is the last day that the comic strip "Spelunker" will run in The Observer. Jay Hosler, the creator "Spelunker" is a Ph.D. candidate in biology and his graduate studies are coming to a close.

Hosler has already completed both a written and oral qualification examination and is currently finishing work on a research project and is hoping to be ready to publicly present his dissertation defense in December.

Hosler, who has been writing "Spelunker" for five years, says that he hate to see the strip end because he likes the character, and would 'hate to see them take it off and kill it.'

"I will kind of miss them," Hosler said. "I don't really dialogue for each of those individuals. They each speak for a different part of myself.

Hosler also writes another comic strip, "Cowboy," which he said is the complete opposite of "Spelunker." Hosler finished school. "Cowboy" appears in a collection of sketch books in which Hosler recorded his early ideas. One day he drew a guy that looked like a cow. He called Hosler a self-confused super-power that would be for one man to get. He was amazed by the irony of a male with characteristics of a female mosquito. Hosler began playing with the character and out came his "Cowboy" strip.

Hosler submitted three "Cowboy" strips to the editor of the "Cowboy" strip, a national comic industry trade journal. "Cowboy" emerged from a collection of sketch books in which Hosler recorded his early ideas. Hosler immediately received a response. To date, 52 "Cowboy" strips have been published.

Surprisingly, Hosler has no formal background. He began doodling as a child. He is extremely fascinated by dinosaurs in his youth. On a family vacation in Wyoming as a child, Hosler's family stopped at a drug store and that is where he spotted dinosaurs on the cover of a "Spiderman" comic book. He then took up drawing imitations of the book, and thus began his career as a cartoonist.

"I never could draw very realistically," he said. "I am better at being cartoony.

Each "Spelunker" character does have its own personality and its own interesting history. Jen is a character based on Hosler's friend, Christy Miller, from his undergraduate years at DePauw University.

Skip is the main character left over from "Spelunker's" undergraduate strip. In print at DePauw, Skip was intended to explain everything bad about the institution. "Here, he is the house, sexist pig," Hosler said. "It is obligatory that every strip have one.

Willibr, the rat in "Spelunker," is a character Hosler's first strip "Willibr and Wendel," at Notre Dame. Hosler describes the first strip here as "dismally mediocre.

After tossing "Willibr and Wendel," which Hosler was disappointed with, "Spelunker" was born as a single panel cartoon.

Hosler submitted three strips to the Collegiate Press Association last year and won a first place award. This year he was a semi-finalist Charles Schulz College Cartoonist. This placed him in the top ten of 191 entrants from across the country.

Today's strip will tie the character, "Spelunker" to a big loop, according to Hosler.

"I like neat endings," he said. "Spelunker" will be an ending to the "Cowboy" strip, and perhaps years down the road, Hosler's "Spelunker" will be syndicated.

By ROB ADAMS

Music Critic

Neither the title of Emily's new 16-song tape, "Engineering means I Like You," or its Ward Cleaver-appears-to-be-late-for-work cover illustration give any indication of the complete rawness enclosed inside.

Without attempting to sound too macabre, the new tape is something like the equivalent of music being skinned alive.

When I asked to Joe Cannon, the self-proclaimed "annoying white upper class radical" of the band, about the new tape, he told me about a particular 11-song tape which, for some strange reason, makes me think it must be the cover story on the tape. "Spelunker" is by no means a good idea of what it is like... it's sort of a song which causes anorexia to slowly it down... but don't worry kids, it's only a few seconds before another eruption occurs. I'm saying it in this little guitar amp," said Cannon, commenting on why the recording sounds so raw. It's so me hous- ing around with Doby, Surround S o u n d , equalizers, or Super Bass, the sound is dense—no layers exist here, only one massive, brilliant noise. The song has no bass keeps the speaker from being able to check it by playing it in a d i s t e m p o , a tempo, a tempo, a tempo.

"If there is a track/And gravity is such a dri- ving wonderful thing/This is the car/These are the fumes," screams Cannon on "Connery," a song about our consumption culture. It's about that Connery-fake-spy movie ideal with all the women and guns and intrigue," said Cannon.

During "Trinity," a song written by Larmoyeux, Cannon guitar riffs fall flat while like some sort of avalanche which tumbles and then rebuilds itself and then tum­ bles down again. In the meantime, ho­ wever, Larmoyeux's bass line clearly keeps the speakers from being able to check by playing it in a d i s t e m p o, a tempo, a tempo, a tempo.

"It's kind of an idea which causes anorexia to slowly it down... but don't worry kids, it's only a few seconds before another eruption occurs. I'm saying it in this little guitar amp," said Cannon, commenting on why the recording sounds so raw. It's so me housing around with Doby, Surround S o u n d , equalizers, or Super Bass, the sound is dense—no layers exist here, only one massive, brilliant noise. The song has no bass keeps the speaker from being able to check it by playing it in a d i s t e m p o, a tempo, a tempo, a tempo.

"If there is a track/And gravity is such a dri- ving wonderful thing/This is the car/These are the fumes," screams Cannon on "Connery," a song about our consumption culture. It's about that Connery-fake-spy movie ideal with all the women and guns and intrigue," said Cannon.

Cannon's drum work is nothing short of amazing on "Trinity." Cannon, as a gay person, seems to have captured the sound of the music being skinned alive.

"It's about this whole waff-look that said Cannon, "the idea which causes anorexia to be a fashion statement, where people are forced into thinking that they have to look a certain way to be attractive."

A driving force kicks "Hive" out as the first new song on the second "Other" side. Cannon's vocals are a bit calmer and more relaxed, but still are by any means a bridge again gives the listener a short rest as Cannon sings only with Larmoyeux's bass for support, following an sequence of drum squashing by MeCavern.

Sonically, "Engineering means I Like You," is by no means a break-through in music technology. It is, however, another deliciously painful experience that says it all. Wonder what it means all mean nothing release by Notre Dame's grandfathers" and emily.

Cannon is graduating in May and Emily will be on hiatus for the summer, but just when you thought it was safe to go out, they will be back again next semester.
The Freddy Jones Band 'comes home' to Senior Bar

By ROB ADAMS

For The Freddy Jones Band, a return to South Bend for a May 7 show at the Senior Bar will be a sort of homecoming. Started in 1989 by Holy Cross College students Wayne Healy (vocals, guitar) and Marty Lloyd (vocals, acoustic guitar) as a hobby, the group has started making waves on the national music scene, and looking instead toward opening slots on major tours, Notre Dame was lucky enough to book them, according to senior organizer Julie Schaarsmith. The group only had two dates open when they were called to do the show, according to Lloyd. Lloyd said Schaarsmith, who helped arrange it.

"We wanted to book them for May 12, the Thursday before graduation, but they were only available the week before, so we got them as late as we could," said Schaarsmith. After a slot on some of the 1993 Horizons of Rock Developing Everywhere (H.O.R.D.E.) Festival dates, The Freddy Jones Band began to establish a national following. They spent the first three months of 1994 touring with Big Head Todd and the Monsters. Tickets will be available at the door for The Freddy Jones Band show at Senior Bar on May 7 for $5 each. There will be 750 tickets available for purchase. Although the pair attended Holy cross, they have a deep Chicago connection. Although Healy and Lloyd moved back to Chicago in 1993, recruited Jim Bonaccorsi to play bass, found Simon Hornets to play drums in 1991, and then when Jim’s older brother Rob came back from California, they signed him on to play guitar and sing. Named after a character from an obscure underground comic strip, The Freddy Jones Band have drawn comparisons to Little Feat, The BoDeans, Blues Traveler, and the Allman Brothers with their Southern-Fried funk, blues, and folk interpretations of music.

"Some people have called our discs mellow," said Healy, "but we’re not mellow live; we rage—this band cooks live." Only 2,000 copies were made of their debut, self-titled CD in 1992, but they ordered a second press when the opening track, “In a Daydream” began to gain significant airplay in Chicago. As a result, Chicago-area record outlets began selling the disc and The Freddy Jones Band’s popularity has been steadily growing since. In 1993, the band signed on with Capricorn Records, a division of Warner Brothers, and released Waiting For the Night, a release which included 11 new songs and “In a Daydream,” all written by The Freddy Jones Band.

The CD is impressive, and serves to carve The Band a sound of their own. “In a Daydream” is still the best song The Band has ever recorded. It’s dreamy pop is unlike anything else they’ve out and sell out quickly at that. For a band that sounds that good on disc and is supposed to do the show, according to senior organizer Julie Schaarsmith. The group only had two dates open when they were called to do the show, according to Lloyd. Lloyd said Schaarsmith, who helped arrange it.

"We wanted to book them for May 12, the Thursday before graduation, but they were only available the week before, so we got them as late as we could," said Schaarsmith. After a slot on some of the 1993 Horizons of Rock Developing Everywhere (H.O.R.D.E.) Festival dates, The Freddy Jones Band began to establish a national following. They spent the first three months of 1994 touring with Big Head Todd and the Monsters. Tickets will be available at the door for The Freddy Jones Band show at Senior Bar on May 7 for $5 each. There will be 750 tickets available for purchase. Although the pair attended Holy cross, they have a deep Chicago connection. Although Healy and Lloyd moved back to Chicago in 1993, recruited Jim Bonaccorsi to play bass, found Simon Hornets to play drums in 1991, and then when Jim’s older brother Rob came back from California, they signed him on to play guitar and sing. Named after a character from an obscure underground comic strip, The Freddy Jones Band have drawn comparisons to Little Feat, The BoDeans, and the Allman Brothers with their Southern-Fried funk, blues, and folk interpretations of music.

"Some people have called our discs mellow," said Healy, "but we’re not mellow live; we rage—this band cooks live." Only 2,000 copies were made of their debut, self-titled CD in 1992, but they ordered a second press when the opening track, “In a Daydream” began to gain significant airplay in Chicago. As a result, Chicago-area record outlets began selling the disc and The Freddy Jones Band’s popularity has been steadily growing since. In 1993, the band signed on with Capricorn Records, a division of Warner Brothers, and released Waiting For the Night, a release which included 11 new songs and “In a Daydream,” all written by The Freddy Jones Band.

The CD is impressive, and serves to carve The Band a sound of their own. “In a Daydream” is still the best song The Band has ever recorded. It’s dreamy pop is unlike anything else they’ve done. Its hook has the same kind of catchy feel that attracted the U.S. to Dada with “Dizz Knee be even better live, seeing The Freddy Jones Band at the Senior Bar should be well-worth the cash.

For The Freddy Jones Band, a return to South Bend for a May 7 show at the Senior Bar will be a sort of homecoming. Started in 1989 by Holy Cross College students Wayne Healy (vocals, guitar) and Marty Lloyd (vocals, acoustic guitar) as a hobby, the group has started making waves on the national music scene, and looking instead toward opening slots on major tours, Notre Dame was lucky enough to book them, according to senior organizer Julie Schaarsmith. The group only had two dates open when they were called to do the show, according to Lloyd. Lloyd said Schaarsmith, who helped arrange it.

"We wanted to book them for May 12, the Thursday before graduation, but they were only available the week before, so we got them as late as we could," said Schaarsmith. After a slot on some of the 1993 Horizons of Rock Developing Everywhere (H.O.R.D.E.) Festival dates, The Freddy Jones Band began to establish a national following. They spent the first three months of 1994 touring with Big Head Todd and the Monsters. Tickets will be available at the door for The Freddy Jones Band show at Senior Bar on May 7 for $5 each. There will be 750 tickets available for purchase. Although the pair attended Holy cross, they have a deep Chicago connection. Although Healy and Lloyd moved back to Chicago in 1993, recruited Jim Bonaccorsi to play bass, found Simon Hornets to play drums in 1991, and then when Jim’s older brother Rob came back from California, they signed him on to play guitar and sing. Named after a character from an obscure underground comic strip, The Freddy Jones Band have drawn comparisons to Little Feat, The BoDeans, and the Allman Brothers with their Southern-Fried funk, blues, and folk interpretations of music.

"Some people have called our discs mellow," said Healy, "but we’re not mellow live; we rage—this band cooks live." Only 2,000 copies were made of their debut, self-titled CD in 1992, but they ordered a second press when the opening track, “In a Daydream” began to gain significant airplay in Chicago. As a result, Chicago-area record outlets began selling the disc and The Freddy Jones Band’s popularity has been steadily growing since. In 1993, the band signed on with Capricorn Records, a division of Warner Brothers, and released Waiting For the Night, a release which included 11 new songs and “In a Daydream,” all written by The Freddy Jones Band.

The CD is impressive, and serves to carve The Band a sound of their own. “In a Daydream” is still the best song The Band has ever recorded. It’s dreamy pop is unlike anything else they’ve done. Its hook has the same kind of catchy feel that attracted the U.S. to Dada with “Dizz Knee be even better live, seeing The Freddy Jones Band at the Senior Bar should be well-worth the cash.
A look back at the people, places and policies of Saint Mary's College

Compiled by Jennifer Habechy

A letter written in 1976 by President John Duggan addressed to the President of Saint Mary's College in its 233rd year (1976) was placed in the Century Center's Time Capsule.

Linda Batista, '83, was the first female drum major and Laura Holland, '84, was the first female president of the four University of Notre Dame bands.

The Entrepreneurship for Women course was introduced at Saint Mary's in the first semester of the 1988-89 academic year.

This course was the first undergraduate course in entrepreneurship specifically directed toward women offered by an American college.

On April 20, 1985, the Bruno Schlesinger Endowed Chair for the Humanities, the first endowed chair given by the College was announced at the Madelouva Society Dinner.

A book brigade passes books from the Alumnae Centennial Library (now Haggar Centennial Library) to the new Cushing-Leighton Library. The brigade was a symbolic recreation of the one formed by the Sisters of the Holy Cross to move all the books from the library in Queen's Court of La salle Hall to the Alumnae Centennial Library. Most of the books were moved into the Cushing-Leighton Library by a moving van.

Sophomores moved into Regina Hall which was formerly reserved for all freshmen in 1984. A Dance Studio was opened in the basement of Regina Hall in October 1994.

Before the construction of the studio dance classes were conducted on the stage of O'Laughlin Auditorium or in the basement of Washington Hall at Notre Dame.

The Saint Mary's tennis team captured its 3rd consecutive state NAIA tournament title in 1994.

From 1978 until the mid-1980s, the College held a women's opportunities week. The traditional event was inspired by a group of seniors who thought that Saint Mary's needed a week dedicated to and in celebration of women and their lives. The week included plays, speeches, movies and a women's fair to "involve each Saint Mary's woman in seeking her opportunities as a woman."

In 1980 the College renovated and illuminated Le Mans Tower. The tower was illuminated on its 233rd year, the recognizable symbol of the College.

Students from Saint Agnes College in Japan visited the College in 1986. Saint Agnes was founded by Ellen Eddy, Saint Mary's class of 1864.

Saint Mary's awarded for excellence in education

By ANNE DELANEY

"Saint Mary's...what is it?" is a question with many potential replies. Often confused with other schools by the same names or churches, Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame stand alone.

There are many things that create reputation and acclaim for a school, and for the past several years Saint Mary's has received national recognition for its array of achievement. All of these contribute to a strong central core which is a successful Catholic women's college.

In 1962, Saint Mary's was considered among the top women's colleges. There were no formal reports or consumer guides on best or outstanding college, but word-of-mouth and other publications were the key, and remain so.

Now U.S. News and World Report publishes an annual survey of America's best colleges, subdivided by region and voted on by college and university presidents and deans.

Since 1986, Saint Mary's has been in the top 15 colleges in the Midwest regional category and for the past seven years it has been in the top 10. Since 1990 it has been in the top four including a 2nd place ranking behind Illinois Wesleyan in 1992.

The category Saint Mary's is judged in consists of approximately 560 schools in this category, which award more than half of their bachelor's degrees in two or more occupational or professional disciplines. They often provide the same professional programs offered at a large university, only in a liberal arts setting.

The rank is based on a school's total score when measured in five attribute areas: student selectivity, reputation for academic excellence, faculty quality, resources, and student retention. The score of student retention, for instance is determined by the school's ability to graduate its incoming freshman. Saint Mary's has always placed first and second in student retention. In 1992 and 1993, the College ranked 1st and 3rd, respectively for faculty resources.

U.S. News offers significant results for the reputation and standing of Saint Mary's, but it takes more than a statistical analysis to explain the depth of the College. The heritage of Saint Mary's, its alumnae all over the country, the activities and achievement of the faculty and the promotion and developments of students all contribute to its success.

There is success on the national level, but more importantly there is the internal success as well. It is the dedication, the striving for the extra mile and the voices of faculty and students that ranks Saint Mary's at the top. There are faculty publications and involvement in national committees, as well as, recognition of the College's faculty as experts in the areas of fostering and promoting women's interest in non-tradition areas. These dimensions of academic life contribute to both institutional and personal success and a strong interest on the part of the faculty to expand both.

In addition, Saint Mary's has been tremendously successful as a recipient for faculty and faculty and student design research. Since 1986, Saint Mary's faculty have received 17 endowments from the Lilly Faculty Open Fellowship. The prestigious award includes a stipend of up to $40,000 and a year of study and reflection supported by the grant. Saint Mary's ranks first among Indiana schools, including Indiana University and Notre Dame for the number of faculty grants received from the Lilly Fellowship.

Similarly, the Lilly Endowment summer stipends, facilitate the development of new courses over the summer break. Eighteen faculty members in the past 10 years have been awarded stipends of $5,000. Up to two awards are given to a school, and frequently Saint Mary's receives both.

These successes show an intense interest in teaching as well as scholarship and personal achievement," said Vice President for Development of the Arts and Sciences Patrick White who has attained these grants for Saint Mary's. "It's who you see yourself connected to...it seems funny that if you accomplish, but the bigger picture emerges from it."

Individual awards, such as the ones given by the National Endowment of Humanities and the National Science Foundation, speak of the multi-faceted character of a Saint Mary's well.

Leadership roles, the voices of students and alumnae and faculty resources all carry and maintain Saint Mary's College at the top.
LRPC sets future goals for Saint Mary's

By LAURA FERGUSON
Saint Mary's News Editor

To allow Saint Mary's to maintain its dedication to quality Catholic women's education as well as the Saint Mary's College's mission, the College's Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC) created a document outlining the goals for the future.

The purpose of this document, "Honoring Tradition, Pioneering Change," was to develop a plan to carry Saint Mary's into the next century and to provide direction to faculty, administration, staff and students.

It also aimed to accomplish the goal that was articulated in the mission statement, in these times of drastic changes in higher education, according to LRPC Chairperson Donald Horning.

"We merely need to say again that what we do here is of singular importance to women's education," said Horning. "We must do it well and must do it better."

Last October, "Honoring Tradition, Pioneering Change," was submitted to the Board of Regents for approval. However, the proposal was re-submitted in February after the Board of Regents requested that priorities be included in the plan. They also wanted to devote more attention to the Student Affairs section of the proposal.

"The initial push for this long range planning began from the first to the mid-1980s," Professor William Hickey said in a story in the "Michiana Observer," in which he explained that the plan's purpose is to merge with Notre Dame in the coming years.

While Saint Mary's remains committed to Saint Mary's mission, according to Feigl, it is the whole point is that we want to continue to foster and support the operating budget.

The year is 2004. The event is the bicentennial celebration of Saint Mary's College. Students are looking back to the 1994 sesquicentennial celebration and laughing at the clothes the students wore and the hair they wore.

The scenes of the photos looking strikingly the same, but the people in them wonder what it was like to attend Saint Mary's College 150 years ago and partly sesquicentennial and partly because of changes in higher education such as technological advancements and demographic changes of people attending small colleges, according to Horning.

The College's mission was incorporated separately from the Sisters of the Holy Cross called the elements of Saint Mary's identity protected covenants which were not open for discussion or change.

While the identity of the College is secure, how the student body, curriculum and faculty will look remains a question.

As the U.S. becomes increasingly multicultural, how Saint Mary's will adjust to the change is one of the constant under discussion recently.

The College has set its sights on increasing the number multicultural students, but the faculty and the curriculum will have to adjust, according to Feigl.

"There is going to be a change in the body of people to be educated in the next 30 years," Feigl said. "We will be educating lots of groups of women we haven't educated before. We are good at educating women, but how do we maintain this good quality for the other groups of women we will need to educate? It's a difficult question to address."

Building on the strengths that currently exist in the College and improving and sustaining the mission is another important question for Saint Mary's College. The problem is that what we do here, the whole point is that we want to continue to foster and support the operating budget.

The core curriculum has stood the test of time, she said.

While Saint Mary's remains committed to the future, uncertainty proliferates the discussions about it.

Saint Mary's College looks to the future while celebrating the past

By JENNIFER HARRYCH
Saint Mary's News Editor

The Catholic nature of the College is the most immediate philosophical aspect we are working on, Feigl said. "The Church is such a changing and varying phenomenon that we need to constantly react to this." While service is a very important aspect of a Catholic college, Feigl said it should not be the only marker.

"I think it (service) is an important part of a Catholic college and it is the moral obligation to address the needs of those who are unfortunate, but the number of students and the differences in the student's needs will be the test of time," she said.

"The identity of this institution is a changing and growing thing," Professor Mary Feigl said. "While Saint Mary's remains committed to Saint Mary's tradition, Pioneering Change," was not the first long range plan in recent Saint Mary's history.

After the College decided not to merge with Notre Dame in the 70s there was a major planning effort under the direction of President William Horning.

"This planning effort set the stage for the 70s and 80s and was comparable to the LRPC, educational direction only with a different mandate," Horning said.

Some of the goals for the year 2000 stated in the document "Honoring Tradition, Pioneering Change" include:

- Reaffirming commitment to the Saint Mary's mission.
- Fostering Catholic identity and commitment to women's education.
- Recruiting a more diverse student body in ethnic heritage and economic status and a revised financial aid program to recruit and retain these students.
- Increasing student enrollment while maintaining the current number of faculty.
- Reducing graduation requirements for students to 120 hours when feasible in the curriculum.
- Cultivating the College's tradition in the cultural arts.
- Integrating student life with academic programs.
- Providing support for off-campus students.
- Preparing proposals for public service projects to enable current students and graduates to repay student loans.
- Improving classrooms, faculty and administrative office space.
- Undertaking a technology program to meet the needs of students, faculty and staff.
- Increasing the student body to allow Saint Mary's to maintain its dedication to quality Catholic women's education as well as the Saint Mary's College's mission.
- Honoring Tradition, Pioneering Change was not the first long range plan in recent Saint Mary's history.

The initial push for this long range planning began in the fall of 1991 by President William Hickey. Since then, five primary task forces have examined and revised the proposal, including Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, College Relations, Fiscal Affairs and Administrative Affairs.

Each of these task forces has further broken down into study groups consisting of faculty, administrators, secretaries and support staff and members of the College. Each study group was then given a specific charge to address in relationship with the Saint Mary's mission statement.

"The planning effort was an all college effort," Horning said. "The process was comprehensive and included everyone had an opportunity to express concerns and address the important issues."

This was a good time to examine the horizons of the College partly sesquicentennial and partly because of changes in higher education such as technological advancements and demographic changes of people attending small colleges, according to Horning.

"Honoring Tradition, Pioneering Change" was not the first long range plan in recent Saint Mary's history.

After the College decided not to merge with Notre Dame in the 70s there was a major planning effort under the direction of President William Horning.

"This planning effort set the stage for the 70s and 80s and was comparable to the LRPC, educational direction only with a different mandate," Horning said.

Some of the goals for the year 2000 stated in the document "Honoring Tradition, Pioneering Change" include:

- Reaffirming commitment to the Saint Mary's mission.
- Fostering Catholic identity and commitment to women's education.
- Recruiting a more diverse student body in ethnic heritage and economic status and a revised financial aid program to recruit and retain these students.
- Increasing student enrollment while maintaining the current number of faculty.
- Reducing graduation requirements for students to 120 hours when feasible in the curriculum.
- Cultivating the College's tradition in the cultural arts.
- Integrating student life with academic programs.
- Providing support for off-campus students.
- Preparing proposals for public service projects to enable current students and graduates to repay student loans.
- Improving classrooms, faculty and administrative office space.
- Undertaking a technology program to meet the needs of students, faculty and staff.
- Increasing the student body to allow Saint Mary's to maintain its dedication to quality Catholic women's education as well as the Saint Mary's College's mission.
Seniors commit to service projects

By JENNIFER GUERIN

Motivated by curiosity, justice, faith, and innumerable personal reasons, hundreds of Notre Dame seniors will commit to service projects this summer. Among the many, several unique aspects of the program stand out.

Seniors commit to service projects. They include a variety of fields and opportunities, ranging from teaching to social work to labor in communities around the United States and the world.

For some, it will be a sacrifice, for others, a long-awaited opportunity. Many are participating in experiences behind them and radiating different visions of the future. Some have already made a part of their lives, some are looking forward to being there.

The positive response to the trip has been advertised as a ride with some of the most exciting Coasters available. This season, Cedar Point will also offer a great experience for everyone on campus.

The dance will last from 9 p.m. until 12 a.m. Seniors and their relatives will be welcome to attend the festivities. Both a DJ and a band will be hired to play in the Cross Center.

The Center will send out invitations to parents and families.

Cedar Point Amusement park

Seniors to dance their way to graduation

By STEPHILUKA COLLEEN MOORE

Long after the ups and downs of the final 18 months, seniors will be heading for a high point of their senior year: a night of dancing and enjoying music. There will be six buses leaving from campus at 7 p.m. on May 9, making room for close to 300 students to participate.

The cost for the trip is $25 per student and sign-ups will be held this Wednesday, April 27, from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at the JACC Information Desk.

Seniors can look forward to the highest point of the park's favored ride. Among the highlights at Cedar Point include: The Drop, the Magnia, the Gemini, the wooden Meanstreet, and several water rides. This season, the park will also introduce a new attraction called the Raider.

The ride has been advertised as a ride like no other. It features Six Flags Great America with twice as many turns and twists.

Y ou can't be needy. Because it's a sign of weakness. I think we do need each other.

There's a lot to be learned from opening ourselves up to people. Some of it will be learned by the familiar sometimes you miss things.

Julie Vlaming, senior

Vlaming chose to apply for the trip because she wants to use her time on campus to open herself to the world and the opportunities that come with it. She hopes to learn a lot from her experience.

The positive response to the trip has been advertised as a ride with some of the most exciting Coasters available. This season, Cedar Point will also offer a great experience for everyone on campus.

The dance will last from 9 p.m. until 12 a.m. Seniors and their relatives will be welcome to attend the festivities. Both a DJ and a band will be hired to play in the Cross Center.

The Center will send out invitations to parents and families.
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night. Indiana State is the first team with a winning record that the Irish have faced since the Miami Hurricanes came into town over Easter Break, and the Sycamores have an arsenal of weapons for the Irish to handle. With the 7-5 win, Indiana State handed Wichita State its first Missouri Conference loss as sophomore second baseman Brian Warn went 3-for-4 with a double, a triple, and five RBIs. Warn has started every game for the Sycamores, but is only hitting .300 with 23 RBIs for the season.

The main offensive threats for Indiana State are centerfielder Ric Johnson, catcher Jon Lambert, shortstop Brian Przespolowski and freshman right fielder Dan Olson. Johnson has taken over the team lead in hitting with a .368 average after registering a .063 average through the first 10 games of the season. His totals include seven doubles, a triple, and a team-high 16 stolen bases.

Lambert who is hitting .346 with six home runs and a team-high 46 RBIs is among the vote leaders for the catching position for the Smith Super Team, the National Collegiate Baseball All-Star team.

Przespolowski has a .341 average that includes a team-lead in batting with a .368 average after registering a .063 average through the first 10 games of the season. His totals include seven doubles, a triple, and a team-high 16 stolen bases.

Although junior righthander Tim Kraus (4-0) and freshman Gregg Hendley were in control in their last outings, freshman Darin Schmalz and junior Craig Allen struggled in their respective starts.

What has been more problematic for the Irish has been middle relief. Junior Marry DeGraff was a victim of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde syndrome last weekend snagging a relief win with 1-2/3 innings of one-hit ball on Saturday and then losing his edge and his control on Sunday and Monday. DeGraff came in both games with runners on base and he could not close the inning.

Murphy thinks that DeGraff is trying too hard, but the junior has no answers for his recent wildness.

Junior Rich Sauge, who had not pitched since the Valparaiso game last week, was also experiencing control problems, giving up one run on
Lexington, Ky.

Rick Pitino isn’t leaving Kentucky anytime soon. That was the message Pitino tried to give at a news conference Tuesday after reports he was destined for the Los Angeles Lakers. It wasn’t the first time Pitino was said to be leaving for another job.

“I’m going on my sixth year at Kentucky,” he said. “You fail to realize this. Since my second year, you’ve been writing about this. Just take me at my word. The problem I have is there is no way to put a stop to this.”

But he admitted that he had contact with the Lakers while on a golfing and speaking trip to Los Angeles last week.

“There has never been a negotiation of any sort with anybody. At all,” Pitino said. “That’s all I can tell you. It never got to that point. Up until that point I fully expected to be back.

“Contrary to what you may think, this is the premier basketball program in the country today at any level. I believe that. But on the other hand, it’s a very difficult life. It’s more difficult than any of you can imagine.”

In the past three years, in addition to the Lakers, he has been linked to coaching jobs with the Atlanta Hawks, Los Angeles Clippers, New Jersey Nets and Indiana Pacers.

**Kent**

Kent’s batting average stands at .402, which puts him first among all Irish players with at least 10 at-bats. Kent also leads the team in hits, with 49, runs (42), RBIs (45), doubles (13), triples (5), and total bases (84).

Much of this offensive success has come as a surprise to the personable Kent, who gives much of the credit for his performance to his teammates.

“When the rest of the guys get on base for you, it makes it that much easier to hit,” said Kent. “It’s tough for you to make a mistake, especially if there’s less than two outs. You hit a fly ball, and you get praised for it.”

While there is some truth to this, Kent himself is the reason for his success. “Obviously, I have to get the bat on the ball, which is something I pride myself on being able to do.”

Getting the bat on the ball is something Kent has done very well, as evidenced by his mere 11 strikeouts in 122 at-bats. Kent started off the year so well that head coach Pat Murphy moved him from the bottom of the lineup to either the number three or four spot.

“It surprised me,” said Kent of Murphy’s move. “I’m not a power hitter by any means.”

While the number three spot and especially the cleanup spot are traditionally reserved for big power hitters, Kent has not disappointed. His run production has surprised everyone, and he even has some power in his bat, having belted four home runs, double his output in 107 at-bats last season.

“I realize that when I’m hitting in the third or fourth spot, pitchers will gain a lot of respect for me,” commented Kent. “You’re always going to get a ball to hit in either of those spots.”

While he posted impressive numbers in his freshman campaign last season, Kent hardly enjoyed the kind of success he has met with so far this year.

“I’ve never felt so confident in my hitting throughout my high school career. That kind of changed last year, though, when I finally realized that I like to hit.”

That realization is a burden of opposing pitchers, but is good news for his team.

As impressive as Kent has been with the bat this season, he has also proved to be a great asset on the field. Kent came to Notre Dame having played shortstop nearly his entire baseball career, yet he has emerged as one of the most versatile fielders on the Irish squad, possessing the tools to play any position in the infield.

This season, Kent has been the starting first baseman for the Irish for much of the year, proving he is capable of adjusting to a new role.

“It takes awhile to adjust to a new position, but when you get right down to it, fielding is fielding,” explained Kent.

“You can actually gain a lot of confidence over there at first base. You’ve got more time, and a bigger glove. If you knock down the ball, you’ve done your job, where if you block the ball at short, you’ve committed an error.”

Kent’s .994 fielding percentage is testimony to his success. Although he is the first to admit he’s “not the epitome of a first baseman.”

Perhaps it is Kent’s size that makes his accomplishments at the plate this season most impressive. Listed in the Notre Dame media guide at 5’10” and 165 pounds, he is far from a physical specimen.

“I’ve always felt like I’m the little guy,” says Kent. “I’ve always played on the little, scrappy team. I like to just go out there, hustle, and get dirty.”

Kent realizes size isn’t everything, though, adding, “Baseball is around 95 percent mentality. Coach (Jeff) Forney has helped me out a lot this year, helping me realize the importance of a good mental approach, taking things one at a time.”

“This has definitely been a career year for me - so far,” laughed Kent. I always feel you can progress from year to year - that’s what baseball is all about. I can’t be satisfied with what I’ve done so far.”

Murphy summed up the epitome of Robbie Kent best.

“Let’s the best execution guy on the team,” said Murphy. “He just finds a way to win.”
Freshman pitcher Joy Battersby.

Her location was by far the best it has been and she was working better than I’ve seen her in awhile.”

Battersby started game one, going seven-plus innings and giving up one earned run and five hits. She opened the game by walking lead-off batter Tammy Evans and having Patti Raduenz drive her home two batters later with a single.

“Defensively we were a lot stronger today,” Miller said. “It was all we did in practice this week and all we will be doing for a while.”

Hays picked up another RBI in the second game, bringing her total to 43, which should in the second game. She went three innings, giving up three hits and earning her fourteenth victory. kobata went four innings to get the save.

The causes of both Battersby and Kobata were aided by a tough Irish defense. The team had committed nine errors in four games this weekend and had just two Tuesday afternoon.

The infield was especially tough plays that squashed Spartan rallies. It continued from page 32

The Office of Recreational Sports would like to thank all those persons who made this past year a great success.

Rectors
N.D. Security
The Observer
N.D. Golf Course
Rolf’s Aquatic Center
Roeck Memorial
Softball
Joyce A.C.C. Ice Rink
Athletic Grounds Crew
Athletic Commissioners
RecService Course Instructors
Joyce Athletic & Convocation Center
Intramural Officials & Athletic Instructors
Student Supervisors & Issue Room Workers
Medical Services, EMT’s & First Aid Personnel
and all of the participants.

THANK YOU!

Dear y’alls!

Jodi Mordan is 21 and finally legal.

From the same back home in Alabama

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Month Tickets

Event/Time
Date on Sale
Cost
Door to Senior Bar
8 pm
$11.00
$5.00
Door to Senior Bar
7:30
$15.00 per person

4/18 4/15

1/25 1/26 4/28 4/29

$25.00
$10.00
$15.00

$4.00
$4.00
$5.00
$2.00

Rebecca/John Bingham

Freshman Joy Battersby has found the movement on her pitches again, holding Evansville at bay in both games of yesterday’s doubleheader.

The Office of the Recreational Sports.

The Observer/John Bingham

ND German Summer Language Institute
June 21-August 1994
The Notre Dame German Summer Language Institute offers an intensive summer program of courses and cultural enrichment. Earn up to 9 language credits at $120 per credit hour (11) in small, lively classes taught with imagination. The professors are experienced in offering concentrated, yet personalized instruction. Recent ND graduates benefit from a 50% reduction in tuition.

Learn The Language of the 90’s

German Feature Films/Soaps
Videos/Interactive Video/Computers/Video Discs
Daily Tutorial in State of the Art Language Laboratory

Tuition Savings/Personal Attention

Imaginative Instruction/Lively Classroom Atmosphere/Experienced Professors

Classes Offered (three credits each):

GE 101 Beginning German I: first 2 1/2 weeks (3 cr.) Introduction to German for students with no or minimal background.
GE 102 Beginning German II: second 2 1/2 weeks (3 cr.) Continuation of GE 101.
GE 103 Beginning German III: third 2 1/2 weeks (3 cr.) Continuation of GE 102.

Fullfills ND language requirement. Taught daily 9-11 a.m., tutorial at 1 p.m.
GE 240 Conversational German (3 cr.). A course for students of all ages with some background in German (101/102—elementary, or equivalent). Emphasis on conversation, speaking fluency and comprehension, using interactive video discs together with accompanying textbook.

Commence effectively and appropriately in a range of common situations and for a variety of purposes.

Fulfills ND language requirement. Taught T/Th, 7-9:30 p.m.

Application forms may be obtained by writing to: Summer School Director, 312 Main Building, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556

St. Joe Beach
Opening April 28
(Weather Permitting)

HOURS
11:00 AM-6:00 PM
631-7645

HAVE FUN!
Ranked squads next for Irish

By MEGAN McGRATH
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame softball team closes its home season this weekend with two of the Midwest's toughest teams paying a visit to By Field. Today at 3:30 p.m., the Irish host DePaul, ranked fourteenth in the country and second in the NCAA Mideast region poll. Saturday, Ohio State comes to Ivy Field for a 1 p.m. doubleheader. The Buckeyes are fourth in the regional poll. Notre Dame (32-17) is in a tie for seventh with Iowa in the end of the year with all the right now, so we just have to concentrate on softball when academic pressures on the girls in the region, but after dropping a header. The Buckeyes are in the country and second in the NCAA Mideast region poll. By MEGAN McGRATH Wednesday, April 27, 1994 The Sports Writer

"This is a big next couple of days for us," Irish coach Liz Miller says. "It's a tough time of the year with all the academic pressures on the girls right now, so we just have to concentrate on softball when we are on the field." DePaul went into the weekend as the number one team in the region, but after dropping a doubleheader to Indiana Saturday, the Hoosiers took over the top spot. The Blue Demons were also beaten twice by No. 3 Illinois-Chicago. The Irish managed splits with both UIC and Indiana.

"I think the pressure today is on DePaul, since they are ranked higher and need to win every game to maintain a top position," Miller says. "If we can come back focused, it's within our reach. They are an aggressive team who hit well and will run, run, run," Miller projects. "If they hit it, they will keep taking it at you.

The 32-11 Blue Demons are led by Missy Nowak, hitting .467, and Erin Hickey, who bats .458. Both have been among the NCAA's top 25 sluggers. Nowak has 40 RBIs, while Hickey leads the team with 28 stolen bases.

Amber Podlomy is DePaul's winningest pitcher, with an 18-4 record and a 1.86 ERA.

After DePaul, Notre Dame must prepare for their first meeting with Ohio State.

"Since we've never seen them play before, there are a lot of unknown factors about Ohio State," Miller says. "We know they are a big hitting team with a strong pitching staff, and we are familiar with their coach and her style."

The Buckeyes extended their winning streak to fourteen this weekend with four wins over Michigan State. In early April they dropped a four-game series to Indiana, and have lost to Michigan and Loyola, the second-place team in the MCC. Notre Dame swept Michigan in March and split a doubleheader with Loyola Friday.

Outfielder Jen Frederickson is Ohio State's leading hitter, with a .394 batting average and 32 RBIs. Genice Turley, a junior college transfer from Glendale Community College, leads the Buckeye pitching staff with a 19-7 record and a 1.41 ERA.

Dan Wilkinson, the top pick in Sunday's NFL draft, said Tuesday he hopes to sign with the Cincinnati Bengals soon enough to get into preseason camp on time.

"That was music to the ears of general manager Mike Brown, whose Bengals rarely have the No. 1 pick signed in time for camp - and sometimes not in time for the season. "The signing part will take care of itself," Brown said at a news conference to introduce Wilkinson to Cincinnati reporters. "It always does. I have no concerns about that."

There were a few introductory matters. Wilkinson side-stepped a question about what salary he will demand, saying he will leave it to Brown and Wilkinson's agent, Leigh Steinberg, to reach a fair deal. The Ohio State defensive lineman, from Dayton, said he doesn't care whether reporters refer to him as Dan or Big Daddy, the nickname that has followed him.

"I feel the name Big Daddy will get around," he said.

Except for linebacker James Francis in 1990, the Bengals have had a history of failing to reach contract agreements with their No. 1 draft picks by the July opening of training camp.

Steinberg represented defensive lineman Jason Buck (1987) and quarterback David Klingler (1992). Both were Bengals' No. 1 picks and both missed all of camp in holdouts.

The Bengals were second-worst of all NFL teams against the run last season. Defensive coordinator Larry Peckacistello expects to start Wilkinson on a four-man line designed to stop the run.

Wilkinson would pair with defensive end John Copeland, a run-stuffer who was last year's No. 1 draft pick from Alabama.

"I talked to him two months ago," Wilkinson said. "He told me to get up here and get him some help."

The 6-foot-5 Wilkinson, whose last documented weight was 313 pounds, said he doesn't care whether the Bengals play him as a defensive end or tackle.
Sue, my bride to be, I love you!

Sue, my bride to be, I love you!

Sue, my bride to be, I love you!

Chang, if Peter was the rock, then we’re safe - Katie C.

By JIM COUR Associated Press

SEATTLE

Although they had the best regular-season record in the NBA, the Seattle SuperSonics aren’t considered a strong favorite to win the league championship.

The Sonics finished with a 63-19 record, five more wins than any other team in the league. But they don’t have any superstars and don’t seem to scare any of their opponents.

“I really don’t think we’re the favorites because for most of the year nobody’s given us any credit, especially back East,” forward Detlef Schrempf said. “When they’ve talked about the West, they’ve talked about Phoenix or Houston. People have said all along that we’re going to fall apart sooner or later.”

The Sonics didn’t fall apart in November, December, January, February, March or April. And they don’t think they’re going to fall apart in the playoffs, starting with their opening-round series against Denver.

“With the homecourt advantage, I think we are the team to beat,” coach George Karl said. “We’re nine deep and I don’t see a lot of teams who are nine deep who can play,” added guard Vincent Askew.

The Sonics win with depth and defense. They wear down opponents with a full-court press that helped produce 1,053 steals this season, only six fewer than the league record.

Seattle has no Shaquille O’Neal, Hakeem Olajuwon or Charles Barkley. What the team does have is great balance. Six players average in double figures, led by Shawn Kemp with 18.1 points per game.

With so many good players, playing time is precious. Nine Sonics average more than 20 minutes a game.

Schrempf, who averaged 19.1 points last season with Indiana, has seen his average fall to 15 per game this year with Seattle.

“My role is different now but I expected that,” he said. “I knew I wasn’t going to come in here and play 40 minutes and shoot the ball 20 times. I understand that, and I don’t have a problem with it. It’s about winning.”

Gary Payton was unhappy and confused before Karl replaced K.C. Jones midway through the 1991-92 season. Since then, he has developed into an All-Star point guard.

“I think Gary got with a system he liked,” Karl said. “I think early in his career he was confused and lacked some confidence.”
THE ACADEMIC CODE OF HONOR:
A REPORT TO THE NOTRE DAME COMMUNITY

While it is recognized that the faculty has the responsibility to establish academic requirements, it is the responsibility of the community of students and faculty to strive to assume honorable behavior in academic work (The Academic Code of Honor Handbook).

One goal of the Academic Code of Honor Committee is to increase student and faculty understanding and awareness of the Code. The 1993-94 school year marks the adoption of the Academic Code of Honor as an official University policy. The purpose of the Academic Code of Honor is to create an academic atmosphere which is based on both the honesty and integrity of the University's community as a whole. Further, the Academic Code of Honor advocates responsibility for the University's community to actively maintain and uphold the Academic Code of Honor and the ideals which is based on.

This advertisement is a continuation of the practice begun during the 1990-92 school year to publish statistics from the Honesty Committee hearings. During this Academic year (1993-94), a number of hearings have been heard in the four colleges. In order to preserve confidentiality, only a summary of the results is presented here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASES</th>
<th>VIOLATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Letters</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presented to you by the student representatives on the Honor Code Committee:

Tim Ahern, Flanner Hall
Mark Counselman, Off-Campus
Andy Dinan, Zahm Hall
Kyle Flemming, Grace Hall
Debra Heerensperger, Farley Hall
Eugene Lee, Alumni Hall
Dean Lytle, Grace Hall
Robert Mundt, Flanner Hall
Jason Schroeder, Grace Hall
Jennifer Walsh, Pasquerilla West
Lacrosse

continued from page 32

leads his team with 48 points. Right along side Colley is Robbie Snyder. The crease attacker has parlayed instincts and stick skills into 47 points. With two potent weapons for the opposition to worry about, opportunities for others have opened up.

Recently, it has been Brian Gillian who has taken advantage. The sophomore has notched seven goals in the past two games and is establishing himself as a reliable contributor to the scoreboard.

Also, the Notre Dame midfielders have elevated their offensive game to match their solid defensive efforts. Middies have accounted for 15 goals in the past two victories. This is crucial to the continued success of the offense. Without such production, teams can devote a great deal of attention to shutting off Colley and Snyder, but with the increased scoring from people like Billy Hogan and Marc Pasquale, the Irish can spread the ball around.

"We don't really run our offense around anyone," said coach Kevin Corrigan. "We try to get people the ball where they can be effective. It's great to get everybody involved."

In the past three games, everybody has included defenseman Mike Ferio. The Junior long-stick has scored at least once in the past three contests.

"He's so big and strong and fast that he's really tough to handle their attack. We're playing really well defensively," said Ahmuty. "When defensemen get over the mid-field line, the riding team is usually happy but not with Mike. They better be careful because he's thinking shot."

He has teamed with Billy Gallagher, Chris Bury to keep the ball in the hands of the offense and not headed toward goalie Ryan Jewell.

"We're playing really well defensively," said Ahmuty. "We just can't get into a lapse. But after 10 games we think we should be able to avoid that."

A large portion of this responsibility will fall on the shoulders of the midfielders.

"They are a middle-oriented team," observed Ahmuty. "Our defensemen should be able to handle their attack. We (midfielders) are going to have to have a big day."

If they do, the Irish will be headed to their fourth tournament appearance in five years.

Tired of the same old summer job?"?

• Earn money and gain valuable work experience in some of Chicago's top businesses.
• Enhance your computer skills and develop key networking resources.
• The Choice for Staffing offers the best benefits in the temporary industry.

For more information call The Choice for Staffing at (312) 372-4500.

"Tired of the same old summer job?"

CLIP THIS AD AND SAVE
$2.00 PER BOX!
(LOWEST RATES IN TOWN WITH THIS AD)

Computers • TV/Stereo
• Books • Whatever!

Baltimore
Kerry T. Huecker
Boston
Christopher Corbett
Tara R. Greene
Chicago
Aimee L. Butler
Carl J. Cozen
Sean M. Farnan
Christopher D. Farr
Nicholas M. Lorenzo
Paul J. Nigrelli
Anton Rivera
Eileen P. Shelley
Wang Zhidong
Houston
Jill R. Zadroznny

Notre Dame enters a crucial regional contest.

The Observer • LACROSSE
Wednesday, April 27, 1994
Congratulations to
The Class of 1994
for your commitment to service and justice and peace
May it continue
to enrich your lives
and,
through you,
your community
With appreciation,
The Staff of The Center for Social Concerns

Injuries mar finale for Belles’ tennis

By JENNIFER LEWIS
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

Sometimes that fighting spirit isn't enough. The Saint Mary's tennis team could not pull out a victory against the Albion Britains in yesterday's match. The Belles lost 6-3, dropping their season record to 12-5.

"The score doesn't reflect how close the match was or how much effort the girls put into the game," said coach Katie Cromer. Even though the team did not win over all, there were some important personal victories. The number two doubles team, Robin Hrycko and Thayma Darby, won to improve to 15-2 on the season.

"We felt that we gave them the match at the invitational and we had something to prove to ourselves," said Hrycko. "This was our biggest win of the season."

Darby fell on her ankle yesterday in her singles match, which was a major factor in her defeat. Nevertheless, she finished the match and walked home, but was rushed to the hospital that night to get X-rays for a possible break.

The Britains number four singles player and number two doubles player, Kristin Misner, was also suffering from a bacteria infection in her lungs and ears. Yesterday's match was her first since the Mid-West Invitational in early March.

"If I was healthy, I really feel that we could have won the match (against Darby and Hrycko)," said Misner. "Our team won in Wisconsin, and we will win today."

The Belles number one singles player Mary Cosgrove retired in the middle of her singles match yesterday because of tendinitis to her right arm. "I am a little upset" said Cosgrove. "I never had an injury in four years and I wish I could have finished my collegiate career with a victory."

Cosgrove filled the number one position for two years with a remarkable record of 26-6, only losing two matches in her junior year.

Freshman Kate Kozacik, the number four singles player, finished her season undefeated last night after Misner defaulted due to her infection. Kozacik also beat Misner in the Mid-West Invitational.

"Kate will definitely be a contender for the number one position next year," said Cosgrove. "But, Andrea Ayres will be hard to pass up because of her two years of experience playing number two doubles."

Congratulations to
The Class of 1994
for your commitment to service and justice and peace
May it continue
to enrich your lives
and,
through you,
your community
With appreciation,
The Staff of The Center for Social Concerns

Happy Birthday, Batman & Robin

ROBINSON, CURLEY & CLAYTON

LEGAL ASSISTANT

Downtown Chicago office. Excellent organizational people and telephone skills needed. Lots of contact with physically and/or mentally disabled clients and governmental agencies. Computer literate preferably experienced in WordPerfect. Successful candidate will have strong desire to help our clients win their cases. To $21,000. Fax resume or letter of interest to Karen Mura (312) 663-0303 PLEASE NO CALLS.

WHEN TOO MANY FINALS AND NOT ENOUGH
SLEEP MAKE YOU SEE RED...

Recycle Your Books for Cash at the

Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
Monday, May 2 - Wednesday, May 4
9:00am to 4:30pm

Up to 50% for your used textbooks
Fast Service, Great Prices
Recycling Makes Dollars and Sense

Your Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore Can Help You See Green!
Associated Press

By THOMAS BECHER

All-American Donyell Marshall announced Tuesday he will pass up his senior year at Connecticut to make himself available for the NBA draft.

"I was a dream I had as a youngster growing up," Marshall said at a news conference at the school. "I just feel this is a very good opportunity I can grab right now."

Marshall, the Big East player of the year, met with coach Jim Calhoun on Monday and decided to put an end to speculation about his future. He had until May 15 to make his decision.

"It was a very tough decision to make and that's why it took so long," he said. "I feel that I'm ready to move on."

The 6-foot-9 Marshall, expected to be a very early pick in the June 29 NBA draft, led the Huskies to a 29-5 record last season, averaging 25.1 points per game, scoring a school-record 853 points.

His season ended on a sour note, however. Against Florida in the NCAA East Regional semifinals, Marshall was fouled with 3.4 seconds left and the game tied 57-57. A 76 percent free-throw shooter, Marshall missed both foul shots and the Huskies lost in overtime as he scored just 16 points.

Calhoun has said he did not believe Marshall's performance in the last game would affect his standing among NBA scouts.

"I see no reason why he couldn't still be considered one of the best players in America," Calhoun said. "Donyell has got some special characteristics as a basketball player, but I think what he has inside him is even more special. He's going to take his talent and use it to the best of his ability."

In 34 games last season, Marshall shot 51.1 percent from the field, 31.1 percent from 3-point range, while averaging 8.9 rebounds. He set school records for field goals (396), free throws (290) and blocked shots (111).

Staying for his senior year could have pushed Marshall closer to the school scoring record of 2,145 set by Chris Smith from 1989-92. Marshall scored 1,648 points in his three years.

Marshall, of Reading, Pa., was the highest-acclaimed scholastic player to attend Connecticut and would be the first player in school history to turn pro before graduating.

A sociology major, he said he wants to complete his degree through an NBA education program.

"I'm not leaving for the money. When you're a little kid, you don't think about making money, you just think about playing professional basketball," Marshall said. "It's just a decision I had to make for myself."

---

**STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!**

at The Hammes

**NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE**

"on the campus"

**10% OFF**

YOUR PURCHASES ON MOST ITEMS.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 27th ONLY!

REGISTER TO WIN FREE GIFTS!

SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

NOTRE DAME STUDENTS PLEASE PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. AT THE TIME OF PURCHASE.

*NOT APPLICABLE TO:

TEXTBOOKS, FILM, FILM PROCESSING, HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS AND CLASS RINGS*
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines . . .

**Drink:** to take liquid into the mouth for swallowing; to take in or suck up; excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages

**Drunk:** having the faculties impaired by alcohol; drinking to the point of intoxication

**Intoxication:** an abnormal state that is essentially a poisoning

**Vomit:** an act or instance of disgorging the contents of the stomach through the mouth; to spew forth; to eject violently or abundantly (i.e. when you drink, and drink, and drink until the flow of fluids reverse)

**Sensible:** having, containing, or indicative of good sense or reason

**Responsible:** able to answer for one's conduct and obligations; able to choose for oneself between right and wrong; see also **Zero-One-Three**

If you have any questions, please call the Office of Alcohol and Drug Education at 631-7970.
Lacrosse playing for bid

Regional rival
MSU looks to derail Irish

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Writer

They've worked hard all season long to be in this position. Now it's time for all that effort to pay off. The 16th ranked Notre Dame lacrosse team hosts Great Western Lacrosse League rival Michigan State Friday night at 7:30 at Moose Krause Stadium. The winner will receive the Midwestern bid for the 12-team NCAA tournament.

Midfielder Billy Ahnmuty is confident that the Irish will be that team. "It's not only important that we win, we want to go into the tournament with some momentum," said Ahnmuty. "We'd like to make a statement."

So far that statement has been heard loud and clear throughout Notre Dame's conference.

The Irish have swept through their first three league contests with relative ease, winning all three by a combined total of 57-28. However, they are realistic about what to expect from the Spartans. "They are definitely going to be tougher than Ohio State," Colley. "They're pretty tough every year for us."

Ahnmuty agreed, citing the defense as a possible problem. "They're going to put a lot of pressure on us. They push it out pretty far. This should give us some easy goals though if they give us openings."

The Irish look to have other advantages. First and foremost, to stop the Irish attack, you have to stop the Irish attackers. Ahnmuty said. "They're definitely going to be tough."

Ike's Regional rival
Freshman pitcher Greg Henebry has been inconsistent of late. The versatile sophomore from Evansville, Indiana is indeed accomplishing feats akin to a superhero, as his blazing bat has proved to be a Thor's hammer of sorts, smoking the ball to all fields and striking fear in the hearts of opposing pitchers.

Ahnmuty added, "We've done well against the teams. We'll be fine. (Monday night) was a challenge to play better with the realization that we are a good ball club," said Murphy.

Ike}
Road to the NCAA's starts tonight

By JENNY MARTEN
Senior Sports Writer

For most Notre Dame students looking towards finals, the end is near. For the Irish baseball team, the important part of the season is just beginning. The Irish (28-8) face Indiana State at Eck Stadium at 6:30 p.m. tonight, Illinois away on Thursday, and Northern Iowa at home on Friday before taking a week off for final exams.

The Irish have flourished in month of May including a 13-game win streak, a third straight MCC championship, and a trip to the NCAA East regional title game in recent years.

Two years ago, Notre Dame went on a 18-3 run in May en route to its first trip to the NCAA Regional title game. The road to the NCAA tournament starts tonight as the Sycamores (23-19) come into Eck Stadium fresh off a victory against fifth-ranked Wichita State on Sunday and a double-header against St. Louis last weekend.

Kent impresses in Irish infield

By DYLAN BARMER
Sports Writer

It started out as an innocent play on words. Every time Notre Dame infielder Robbie Kent came to bat at home games at Frank Eck Stadium, the stadium's organist would play the theme from "Superman," in reference to the surname shared by the sophomore and Superman's alter ego, Clark.

It sure proved to be a fitting tune. The versatile sophomore from Evansville, Indiana is indeed accomplishing feats akin to a superhero, as his blazing bat has proved to be a Thor's hammer of sorts, smoking the ball to all fields and striking fear in the hearts of opposing pitchers.

After going a combined 2-for-4 in Monday night's doubleheader against Goshen College, Sophomore sensation Robbie Kent has impressed with both his glove and his bat as he makes the transition to first base this season.